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Do you have difficulties falling asleep or staying asleep? Is it impacting your 
GVODUJPOJOH�PS�DBVTJOH�ZPV�TJHOJöDBOU�EJTUSFTT �%P�ZPV�GFFM�GBUJHVFE�BMM�UIF�UJNF �
Has this been going on for more than three months? If so, you may be suffering 
from chronic insomnia, and we can help!

$ISPOJD�JOTPNOJB�JT�B�DPNNPO�TMFFQ�EJTPSEFS�FTUJNBUFE�UP�BòFDU�BU�MFBTU����UP�
15 per cent of the general population.1 Many individuals with chronic insomnia 
sometimes feel hopeless, as they have not responded well to many different sleep-
IZHJFOF�UFDIOJRVFT�BOE�NFEJDBUJPOT��*O�SFTQPOTF�UP�UIJT�EFNBOE�2')5�BMMJFE�
IFBMUI�TUBò�NFNCFST�$ZOUIJB�-FVOH�QIBSNBDJTU�BOE�&SJO�%FTNBSBJT�TPDJBM�XPSLFS�
BMPOH�XJUI�,JOHTUPO�CBTFE�TMFFQ�FYQFSU�%S��+VEJUI�%BWJETPO�EFWFMPQFE�BOE�TUBSUFE�
delivering a sleep therapy program in 2018. 

5IF�2')5�T�TMFFQ�UIFSBQZ�QSPHSBN�JT�CBTFE�PO�B�$PHOJUJWF�#FIBWJPVSBM�5IFSBQZ�GPS�
*OTPNOJB�	$#5�*
�BQQSPBDI�XIJDI�JT�UIF�SFDPNNFOEFE�öSTU�MJOF�USFBUNFOU�GPS�DISPOJD�
insomnia.2 Our program employs various strategies to help individuals restore their 
biological sleep processes. It comprises four main components: sleep restriction 
therapy, stimulus control therapy, cognitive restructuring, and relaxation techniques.

Participants learn a set of techniques such as scheduling time in bed, as well as 
TUSBUFHJFT�UP�EFBM�XJUI�UIPVHIUT�UIBU�JOUFSGFSF�XJUI�TMFFQ��8IFO�UIFTF�UFDIOJRVFT�BSF�
VTFE�UPHFUIFS�XF�IBWF�PCTFSWFE����UP����QFS�DFOU�PG�QBUJFOUT�FYQFSJFODF�TJHOJöDBOU�
JNQSPWFNFOUT��5IF�CFOFöUT�JODMVEF�MFTT�UJNF�SFRVJSFE�UP�GBMM�BTMFFQ�NPSF�UJNF�TQFOU�
asleep, and waking up less often during sleep.3 Results are often maintained over 
time. Participants wishing to come off their sleep medications also have the option to 
XPSL�XJUI�PVS�QIBSNBDJTU�GPS�BO�JOEJWJEVBMJ[FE�UBQFSJOH�QMBO��

8F�BMTP�USBDL�QBSUJDJQBOUT��TMFFQ�QSPHSFTT�CZ�NFBTVSJOH�UIF�*OTPNOJB�4FWFSJUZ�*OEFY�
before and after the program. For individuals who have completed the program, we 
can consistently see reduction in this index, which suggests an improvement in sleep.

If you are interested in learning more about this program, please speak with your 
physician to submit a referral. $MJDL�IFSF to read this article, which includes a list of 
resources we recommend, on our website’s Programs & Services page. 

Article provided by the QFHT’s Erin Desmarais, social worker, and Cynthia Leung, 
registered pharmacist.
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Patient Profile
I moved to 
Kingston in 
2017 after living 
JO�2VFCFD�GPS�
46 years. I had 
enjoyed two 
MPOH�DBSFFST�öSTU�
as a registered 
nurse and then 
BT�B�öOBODJBM�
advisor. I was participating in many 
rewarding activities. Life was going great.

I developed a severe case of insomnia 
EVSJOH�UIF�öSTU�XBWF�PG�$07*%�����*U�
CFHBO�TPPO�BGUFS�UIF�iGBMM�CBDLw�UJNF�
change in November 2020. The time 
change has always affected my sleep, 
but I wasn’t able to adjust this time. 
My sleep, or lack of it, got worse each 
night. I managed to carry out my many 
scheduled activities via Zoom, but 
the bowling events, choir, and church 
services I enjoyed so much had all been 
cancelled. It was a very stressful time. 

In December 2020, I started keeping a 
TMFFQ�EJBSZ�BOE�SFBMJ[FE�*�OFFEFE�IFMQ��
I was sleeping less than three hours a 
night. Herbal teas, prescribed drugs, and 
over-the-counter remedies did not work. 
I had problems falling asleep and staying 
asleep. I became hyper-alert and reactive 
to every little noise. 

*O�+BOVBSZ������*�SFDFJWFE�BO�FNBJM�GSPN�
UIF�2')5�T�TJY�XFFL�WJSUVBM�TMFFQ�UIFSBQZ�
program, on a referral from my doctor, 
inviting me to participate. Of course, I 
accepted. My sleep quality average on 
starting the program was 57 per cent; 
at the program’s conclusion, it was up 
to 79 per cent. I was sleeping deeper 
and for longer sustained periods. After 
B�QSPHSBN�GPMMPX�VQ�JO�+VOF������NZ�
sleep quality average was 86.7 per cent.

I am so grateful to have had this 
opportunity to work with program 
MFBEFST�&SJO�BOE�$ZOUIJB�XIPTF�TVQQPSU�
and caring sustained me over those six 
weeks. 

8IFO�UIF�DMPDL�DIBOHFE�CBDL�POF�IPVS�
in November 2021, I never even noticed.        

Judith Austin

https://familymedicine.queensu.ca/patients/qfht-patients-kingston/programs-services

